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uptime, availability.
Control WIN updates,
shutdown, logoff,
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Hardware inventory,
Historical reporting, OS
information, system
insight, email/ sms alerts
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REMOTE SERVER/PC MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT INCLUDING
ENVIRONMENT (HUMIDITY & TEMPERATURE) MONITORING SOLUTION
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NetPatrol simplifies the process of server
monitoring and management by automating
the processes involved, securely and
efficiently.

Reduce Costs
By centrally managing servers there is
no need to use time consuming
manual methods to ensure server
uptime and availability.

Efficiency & Speed

Key features and benefits:


Server/PC monitoring provides automated and realtime monitoring



Increased efficiencies and savings as NetPatrol automates the monitoring
process



Reduction in organisation’s personnel resources by reducing workload



Server/PC management is centralised



Reliable software that allows the organisation to improve its overall
networking infrastructure

The organisation’s entire network of
servers/PCs can be controlled,
including Windows updates, shutdown,
sleep, logoff, etc with ‘one’ click.

Server Room Protection
Monitor the variation in humidity and
temperature in multiple server rooms
to protect your high value equipment.

Alerts—Email & SMS
Intelligently escalate alerts for issues
that are truly critical.
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